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to own a shotgun that holds

more than two cartridges in its

magazine, the Mammut offers

a supremely fast and reliable

alternative to a semi-auto.

ln countries - such as

Turkey - where driven boar are

cominonly shot with slug loads

from shotguns, one can see it

being an attractive oPtion too.

After all, hunters of dangerous

game have long favoured fixed-

breech double rifles over bolt-

action repeaters for their sPeed

and reliability, and a triple-barrelled

gun has one obvious advantage

over a double when withstanding

a charge. Closer to home, that

reliabilinT may be most Prized in

the mud of the foreshore; and on

a flight that offers few chances,

that extra cartridge could be very

welcome indeed. Akkar also make

witl be.bringing th's model in '

too, and lthink,it could do well,

espeeially'if :equ iPPed with

exte *dq q'steel-ptqof ed ch o kes.

Nicely tunred out
The gunlon.te,5t isthe #320,
which has a much more

classic aspect' being Presented
with'a gold-anodised trigger,, .'
a satin-finished silver action

and an oil-finished stock in

more-than-presentable wal nut.

This - literally - polished

appearance is somewhat offset

by the dull matte finish on the

barrels, though, and bY the

presence of a big fibre-oPtic

element, rather than a gold

bead at the end of the sighting

rib. The latter is ventilated, a

trim 7mm wide, parallel and

with a flat, chequered toP.

There is no decoration on

the silver.action, excePt for the

words'Mammut TriPIe Fire' on

the underside, and this legend

is also.applidto,the riSht hand ,

side of the upper chaqrber in

a rtute rgo{ lcolour, The other

ri6",1'5,s16m$€d,with the calibre.

and plate,6f origin,and t[er.,
join beirneenthe tubes and ' :

the moncblockt effectivelY

disguised by a'band of'chain.link

decoration that ii comPlemented

by another at the breech end.

Overall, I like the uncluttered,

minimalist look, and much Prefer

the simple geometric cutawaY in

the broad thumb-pad of the toP

lever to the ornate Patterns often

encountered. A discreet black-

action version is also available.

The controls are undoubtedlY

positive: the manual safetY has

deep ridges, a pronounced humP

for your thumb and makes a

distinct click as it slides forward;

the resistance in the toP lever

makes you glad of the large

thumb pad; the DeeleY-tYPe

fore-end fastener exerts a firm

grip; and a similarly firm griP is

required,to open the gun. All

these operations will ProbablY

ease up with use, but You can't

deny that the Mammut starts

off' with everything tightly fitted!

The trigger breals

crisply enough, and with

no measurable difference

between pulls, which are

a heavy-ish Tlbs each. The

transition from one sear to

another is mechanical, rather

than inertia operated, and thus

guaranteed to function every

time, whatever load You shoot,

and however you hold the gun.

The dimensions of the

stock should suit most, though

the length of pull is PerhaPs

a little short at 14 l/5-inches
(365 mm). There's a slight

R/H cast, and drop is I

5/16-inches (36mm) at the

comb and 27/16-inches
(60mm) at the heel, so within

normal U/O Parameters. The

semi-beavertail-stYle forend

the Mammut in a 129 version with

3.5-inch chambers and a sYnthetic

stock in black or Realtree camo

catled the #555. Edgar Brothers



couNTRY & sHoTcuN I akkar mammut

P is typical of Turkish side-by-

sides. lt fits the hand well, as

does the pistol grip, which

has a modest palm swell and
places my finger nicely on the
trigger. The chequering is neat,

but rather fla! making it more
decorative than effective. The

stock is fitted with a soft rubber

recoil pad. This is mounted on

a black plastic spacer, which

would be easy to add to or

swap out. I think Akkar have

missed a,trick by not supplying

additional spacers with the gun:

they would cost pennies and

add to the Mammut's appeal.

You do get a basic-but-tough
plastic travel case, a choke key,

and a set of five choke tubes:

cylinder, 1/+, 1/2,3/+, and full

thrown in. And additional chokes

are available from Akkar, or
you can fit aftermarket Rem-

chokes. As Akkar advise that
only their cylinder and t/+ choke

tubes are suitable for use with
steel shot, wildfowlers may feel

that more robust alternatives

are worth the investment,

Shooting
rmPressrcns
The Mammut'was agreeable to
shoot, though - perhaps due

to the shortish stock - recoil

was more noticeable than I

anticipated from a gun whose

weight of :.++kg is well above

the norm for a 2Og. lt was
quite flat-shooting too, with,
patterns from all S barrelS

well centred on the bead.

One of the things that has

always made triple-barrelled
gun rare and expensive is the
difficulty of regulating all three
barrels,to shoot to the same
point of :iI, 1t5l 

the lack of
any provrsron tor mounttng

an optical sight indicated that
Akkar wasn't making any such

promises for the Mammut.

Nevertheless, I decided

the best way to see how well
regulated the barrels was to
shoot some slug loads. So

I put out a target and shot

three rounds of slug from
25-metres and a further three
from 50-metres. The result:

two three-inch groups! The

25-metre group would have

been tighter too if I hadn't
dragged the first shot low.

Much impressed, I backed

off to 75-metres, but this was

evidently beyond the combined
capability of the bead, the
trigger,.and the nut behind it.

All the same, well done Akkar!

The three-barrel format
doesn't leave room for e.iectors,

so you need to pull each spent

cartridge from the chamber. I

found this was easier if I treated

the Mammut like a double
rifle for dangerous game:

pointing the bar'rels skywards

Here, the right barrel hos been
fircd, so the for tumbler is
forward, the for spring reloxed
ond the for seor drcpped- Note
the lorge contod oreos on the
top lever ond sofety button

Here, both the right ond left
barels hove been fired, so only
the centrol components of the
lock remoin cocked
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as I opened the gun, especially

since with some loads the
empties would simply drop out.

' As regards handling - as you

might expect - the Mammut
was slow and steady rather than

fast and agile; so, good on a
straight high bi1d, but.frarder to
manage when snap shooting

bolting rabbits or (don't eVen try

it!) roost-shooting jackdaws.

Conclusion
My feeling is that Edgars should

have picked the 24-inch barrelled

version of this gun rather than

the 28-incher. The shorter barrels

would reduce the Mammut's
overall weight by 5.3o2 (t 50g),
and bring the balancing point

closer to the hinge pin - it is

I s/+-inches fonruard oJ it on the test

gun - for more agile handling.

My 169 Drilling has 24-inch
barrels and handles very much

like a double-banelled shotgun

with 29-inch barrels. I imagine a

Mammut with 24-inch barrels would
perform similarly well. Presumably

the longer barrels have been chosen

on the basis that the Mammut
is weird enough already, without
wearing unusually short tubes!

Anyhow, the good news is that the
24-incher is available to order.

Though the 28-inch barrelled

#32O isn't the gun,l would
have picked from the Mammut
series, I still found it stylish,

well-built, and great fun to
shoot, all of which makes it very

good value for money. GM

Model:
Gauge / Chamber:
Stock / Finish:
Receiver:
Barrel Finish:
Trigger:
Ejection:
Safety:
Chokes:
Sights:
Barrel:
Length of Pull:
Drop At Heel:
Drop At Comb:
Overall Length:
Average Weight:
Price:
Contact:

Mammut #320
209/3-inch (76mm)
Select walnut/oil-fi n ished

Steel, satin silver (or black)
Matte black

Single, gold anodised
Extractor

Manual

Five interchangeable chokes
7mm ventilated rib, fibre optic sight
28-inch/71cm
14 1/3-inch/365 mm
2 7/16-inches/60 mm
I 5/16-inches /36 mm
45 2/3-inches/I160 mm
Tlbs 9oz/3.45kg
List f 1700 (typically around f 1400)
Edgar Brothers
01625 613 177
www.edgarbrothers.com
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